Abstract. This document provides an approach to biometrics analysis which consists in the location and identification of ears in real time. Ear features, which is a stable biometric approach that does not vary with age, have been used for many years in the forensic science of recognition. The ear has all the properties that a biometric trait should have, i.e. uniqueness, permanence, universality and collectability. Because it is a field of study with potential growth, in this paper, we summarize some of the approaches to the detection and recognition in existing 2D images in order to provide a perspective on the possible future research and the develop of a practical application of some of these methodologies to create finally a functional application for identification and recognition of individuals from an image of the ear, the above in the context of intelligent surveillance and criminal identification, one of the most important areas in the processes of identification.
Introduction
The Ear does not have a completely random structure. It has standard parts as other biometric traits like face. Unlike human face, ear has no expression changes, make-up effects and more over the color is constant throughout the ear. Although the use of information from ear identification of individuals has been studied, is still an open question by specifying and determining whether or not the ear can be considered unique or unique enough to be used as a biometric. Accordingly, any physical or behavioural trait can be used as biometric identification mechanism provided which is universal, that every human being possesses the identifier, being distinctive and unique to each individual, invariant in time, finally measurable automatically or manually, the ear accomplish all these characteristics. From this reading we can conclude that the detailed structure of the ear is not only unique, but also permanent, the ear does not change during the human life. Furthermore, capturing images of the ears do not necessarily requires the cooperation of a person, so it can be considered non-intrusive. Because of these qualities, the interest in recognition systems through the ear has grown significantly in recent years and generally the increasing need to automatically authenticate people. Traditional means of automatic recognition such as passwords or ID cards can be stolen, counterfeit, or forgotten, however, the biometric characteristics such as the ear, are universal, unique, permanent, and measurable, leaving the field open for further continuously research. The figure 1 shows the major steps of a traditional recognition system.
Fig. 1. Major Steps of ear recognition system
The Diagram describes task flow of a traditional recognition system, this flow is expose in the next sections, where we will see preprocessing methods and the flow catches ranging from the acquisition of the images to their identification, subsequently we will make emphasis in techniques applied in the heart system to achieve the goal of ear recognition.
Image Acquisition
In this section we need to differentiate from two tasks, the first one is the creation of the Ears Database, and second one is the image acquisition of the person to identify.
Ear Database
When we talk about an ear database is undisputed mentioned that exist a large group of databases for ear detection and recognition, this information is vital to test and compare the detection or recognition performance of a computer vision system, in general. The University of Science and technology in Beijing offers four collections of images that we could use to test taking any ear recognition system as they. The University of Notre Dame (UND) offers a large variety of different image databases and the Hong Kong Polytechnic University IIT Delhi has a database that consists in 421 images.
All this set of images could be used to test the performance of a ear recognition system by computer, but in our research we created our own set of images with
